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Abstract Recommender systems have been developed to nd personalized content for users. The personalization

techniques used in these systems, usually focus on satisfying the needs of individual users. Nevertheless, within
some domains there is a need to generate recommendations to groups of users instead of individuals. In order
to detect the interest of a group of users, several aggregation techniques have been developed. A disadvantage
of these techniques is that they require a large amount of computations to estimate unknown ratings. In this
article, we present an analysis of the impact of estimating ratings when an aggregation technique is used. For
that purpose, we describe a hybrid approach to generate group recommendations based on group modeling. We
also present the results obtained when evaluating the approach and two well-known aggregation techniques in the
movie domain, and the variations of those results when the estimation process is not included.
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1 Introduction
The growth of the Internet in the last decades has resulted in huge amounts of information. To overcome
this problem, personalization techniques have been extensively developed.

Recommender systems are

one technique for personalization. In these systems, the personalization occurs when the system collects
information about users' interests and suggests information based on those interests.

Recommender

systems have been developed to deal with information overload, nding personalized content for users.
As an essential type of information ltering, recommender systems have gained researchers' attention

1

in recent decades and have been successfully introduced in several e-commerce sites, such as Amazon

2
and Netix . There is extensive research focused on satisfying individual users' needs based on several
personalization techniques, namely content-based recommendation [10], collaborative ltering [11] or
demographic prole [9]; some agents even combine these techniques to produce hybrid techniques [12].
Within some domains, such as restaurants, TV programs, movies [3], music [3] or tourism [1], activities tend to be social rather than individual, which puts forward the need of adaptation of the classic
recommender systems, since the end user of the suggestion is a group formed by individual users with
particular preferences. For all intents and purposes, group recommender systems could be classied on
two main categories: (1) those which perform an aggregation of individuals' preferences (or ratings) to
obtain a group prediction for each candidate item; and (2) those which perform an aggregation of individuals' models into a single group model and generate suggestions based on this model. Some of the
techniques applied to aggregate individuals' ratings are multiplication, maximizing average satisfaction
and minimizing misery, among others. To create a group model reecting the preferences of the majority

1 www.amazon.com
2 www.netix.com
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of the group, the systems aggregate group members' prior preferences.

Suggestions are generated for

the virtual user representing the group prole, by applying a classic recommendation technique for
individual users.
Some aggregation techniques have been utilized in individual recommender systems to adapt their
results to the requirements of group recommendation [6]. For example, in [14] the authors construct a
group model by dening a function that minimizes the total distance among individual proles.

The

work in [7] presents a method to generate group recommendations that consists of two phases. The rst
phase includes a ltering method based on the group prole, so as to satisfy most members. The second
phase includes a ltering method based on individual proles, so as to reduce the number of unsatised
members.
Both approaches, aggregating individual preferences or individual models, require a large amount
of estimations for unknown ratings.

Essentially, the key problem of estimation processes is that the

computational complexity escalates dramatically as the number of unknown ratings increases. Because
of that, there is a need to analyze the real impact of the estimation process in the nal group satisfaction.
In recommendation to groups, unlike individual recommendation, there are some indications about the
group interests as a whole which are derived from the individuals' preferences given by the members
themselves. Therefore, these known preferences could be used to predict the group preferences without
a need for estimation.
This article presents an analysis of the impact of the estimation process on group recommendation.
For this purpose, we explain a technique to generate recommendations based on group modeling [2].
As other group proling techniques, this approach estimates unknown preferences to generate groups
recommendations. In order to analyze the importance of estimation in group recommendation, we conducted a set of experiments to compare the eectiveness of the aggregation techniques with and without
the estimation process.

We analyzed both this approach and two well-known aggregation techniques:

maximizing average satisfaction and ensuring some degree of fairness.
The rest of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 explains the estimation problem.

Section

3 describes the hybrid group modeling approach. Section 4 describes the experimental results obtained
when analyzing the technique. Finally Section 5 presents our conclusions.

2 Ratings Estimation
Most of the existing techniques to generate group recommendations are based on members' given ratings
only.

To create a list of recommended items for a group, these techniques estimate the ratings for

unevaluated items and aggregate these ratings to obtain a single one that applies to the whole group.
One of the signicant problems in these techniques is insucient overlap.
obtain a unique value for each item.

Most aggregation methods

If there are few items in common among group members, then

the predicted value for the group as a whole would be highly dependent on individual estimations.
Aggregation of individuals' preferences approach needs to estimate the unknown members' preferences
for each candidate item, i.e., if there are I candidate items and M members, the worst case scenario
would be estimated IxM unknown preferences. On the other hand, a group prole may consist of any
information deemed relevant at the time of personalizing the system. Most group proling techniques
consider individual evaluations in the model, resulting in a need for estimation. If there are I candidates
items, S items included in the group model (SI ) and M members, it would be estimated SxM preferences
to complete the group prole and then it would be estimated I-S unknown preferences for the group.
The computational complexity of the estimation process depends on the number of group members, the
candidate items and the items included in the group prole, for the aggregation model approach.
Individual recommendation also requires estimation for each candidate item for the target user when
neighborhood techniques are utilized; however, there is no indication or clue about the unknown preferences that would make the estimation process unnecessary. In group recommendation, known individual
preferences could be considered as indications of the preferences of the group as a whole, avoiding the
high computational-complexity of estimation processing.
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Figure 1: Flow to create the group prole

3 A Group Proling Approach
The main challenge of the techniques that create group proles lies in identifying the set of items that
should be considered as preferences of the group as a whole. In this work we utilize a hybrid approach to
generate group recommendations based on group modeling that considers both homogeneous and nonhomogeneous groups. This approach diers from the existing approaches in that it aims at nding implicit
similarities between the members' rating proles, combining three individual recommendation techniques:
collaborative ltering, content-based ltering and demographic prole.

3

This combination allows the

inclusion of outliers , by detecting these members with distinctive and/or conicting preferences, and
combining the remaining members in a core homogeneous subgroup. Then the core group prole, with
the main subgroup's preferences, is obtained and the outliers' preferences are included (by analyzing the
content of the items) to create a prole for the whole group. Additionally, the information included in
individual demographic proles is aggregated to create the demographic prole of the group. To generate
the group recommendations, the group prole is contrasted with the community user's proles, analyzing
both rating and demographic proles. Figure 1 shows the general ow of the technique proposed to create
a group prole. The following sections detail the approach.

3.1 Outliers Detection
As mentioned above, rst the proposed recommendation process needs to detect the members whose
preferences are distant from the majority's.

3 In

Hence, it is necessary to calculate a cross-correlation of

statistics, outlier is an observation that is numerically distant from the rest of the data.

outliers to the members with distant proles from the rest of the group.

In this case, we called
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Date (Year)
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Domain Applications
Example

Type of
Attribute

Similarity
Measure

Release (movie)

YYYY

(Difmax −|Y1 −Y2 |)
Difmax

Yn

Editorial (book) - Author

String

Known set of values

(book - music) - Director

Sn

(only one)

(movie)

(String)*

Sn∗

Genres (music - movie) Languages (book - movie) -

Known set of values
(subset)

Actors (movie)

Integer

Years in business (restaurant) -

Numerical range of

In

Runtime (music - movie)

values

S1 = S2 ?1 : 0
|S1∗ ∩S2∗ |
∗
Smax
Imax −|I1 −I2 |
Imax

Table 1: Similarity measures for the attributes types

group members. A condence factor is included in the correlation calculation, which is determined by
the number of overlapping items among user's proles. Equation 1 calculates the correlation between two
users

ui

and

uj ,

where N is the number of overlapping items,

rmax

is the maximum rating domain value

(for example, in movie recommendations could be a range that varies between 1 to 5 stars, then
5),

ri,x

is the rating given by user i to item x, and

rj,x

rmax

is

the rating given by user j to item x.

PN
(N ∗ rmax ) − x=1 |ri,x − rj,x |
similarity(ui , uj ) =
N ∗ rmax

(1)

To identify outliers we utilize a proximity-based technique introduced by [8]: if m of the k nearest
neighbors (where m < k ) lie within a specic distance threshold

du

then the exemplar is deemed to lie in a

suciently dense region of the data distribution to be classied as normal. However, if there are less than

m neighbors inside the distance threshold then the exemplar is an outlier. With the remaining members,
we formed a homogeneous subgroup to construct the core group prole. Once the homogeneous subgroup
has been formed, the core prole is dened, i.e. the main characteristics of the members belonging to
this subgroup are identied. The items included in the proles of subgroup members become part of the
core of the group prole.

3.2 Outlier Inclusion
The content of the items included in the members' proles is considered to incorporate the outliers. The
prole of each outlier is analyzed and items that present higher content similarity than a threshold
with the items added to the core prole are included in the peripheral group prole.

di

This peripheral

prole and the core prole are then combined to form the rating prole of the group. Item correlation is
calculated with equation 2, where N is the number of attribute types,
type x , and

f (Ax,i , Ax,j )

wx

is the weight of the attribute

is the similarity between the attribute x for item i and the attribute x for

item j . Table 1 shows the similarity equations for the dierent attribute types considered in this work:

Date , for attributes that describes years; String , for attributes which represent a string holding only one
value among several known; (String)* for attributes that hold a subset of known values; and Integer , for
attributes that describe a range of numeric values. These equations were adapted from [4].

similarity(ii , ij ) =

N
X

wx ∗ f (Ax,i , Ax,j )

(2)

x=1
The calculation of item cross-correlation in the core group prole and the items associated to the
outliers' proles allows the inclusion of preferences, not visible a priori, in the user rating prole. These
items are included in the group prole with the procedure described in section 3.4.
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3.3 Feature Weighting
The item correlation is calculated by analyzing the vectors formed by the values of each attribute (or
feature) of the items. These attributes can be numerical or nominal values, such as year, genre, author,
among others.

A considerable number of techniques aimed at determining the distance between two

vectors, such as Euclidean distance or cosine similarity, which consider each attribute equally. However,
the human value judgment used to choose an item does not give the same relevance to the dierent
attributes. For example, if a user positively evaluated a book by considering the author more relevant
than the year, so it is probable that if he/she selects another book to read, could be interested in those
written by the same author rather than those were published in the same year.

Therefore, the users

base their judgments on some criterion which is a weighted linear combination of dierences of individual
attributes.

Ij .

Ii and Ij , as shown in
An among items Ii and
f (An,i , An,j ) and is normalized

Consequently, lets dene the linear similarity between two items

Equation 3, where

wn

is the weight given to the value dierence for the attribute

The value dierence between each type of attribute is described by

within the range [0,1]. The value of each

f (An,i , An,j )

depends on the attribute type (numeric, nominal

or boolean) and is given by the functions presented in Table 1.

S(Ii , Ij ) = w1 ∗ f (A1,i , A1,j ) + w2 ∗ f (A2,i , A2,j ) + ... + wn ∗ f (An,i , An,j )

(3)

To calculate the similarity between the items included on the core prole and those included on the
outliers' individual proles it is necessary to determine for each attribute weighting values which represent
the relevance.
The feature weighting process used in this work is an adaptation of the process presented in [4], in
which the weights are derived from a set of linear regression equations. A social network graph is created
to reect the users' criteria to determine the similarity between items. The evaluated items
are the nodes and the weight of the edges
items

(Ii , Ij ).

#u{(Ii , Ij )}

I1 , I2 , ..., In

is the number of users that evaluate each pair of

This value, properly normalized, can be considered as the human value judgment about

the dierences between

Ii

and

(see equation 4) with weights

Ij and if we replace in equation 3 this value, we obtain
wn as unknowns. The linear regression equations are

a set of equations
derived from this

social network graph.
Figure 2 shows an example of a connection graph with four items, which have three dierent attributes
and the six regression equations generated for this graph. In this work we considered as input the set
of regression equations and we performed a regression analysis based on SVM (Support vector Machine)
technique, which uses the coecients of the normal vector of a linear SVM as weights of the attributes.

w0 + w1 ∗ f (A1,i , A1,j ) + w2 ∗ f (A2,i , A2,j ) + ... + wn ∗ f (An,i , An,j ) = #u{(Ii , Ij )}

(4)

We focused on the movie domain and considered seven attributes: title, release date, running time,
genres, directors, crews, and actors. We implemented this feature weighting process on the movie data

wtitle = 0.121, wreleaseDate = 0.008, wrunningT ime = 0.39,
wgenres = 0.42, wdirectors = 0.01, wcrews = 0.001 and wactors = 0.05. These results are presented in [2].

set used for the evaluations and we obtained:

3.4 Group Prole
We applied the well-known rating matrix for individual collaborative recommendations, which represents the users' evaluations of the items (in which the intersection between the row i and the column

j contains the evaluation of the user i for the item j ).

If the cell is empty, it means item j has not

been evaluated by user i . In particular, the sub-matrix that includes only group members and the items
from both core and peripheral prole are analyzed. Missing evaluations are estimated using a proximity
technique including all communities' users with a weighted average. This is the estimation process that
is ignored in the experiments to compare the results. The group prole is obtained utilizing combining
two well-known aggregation techniques [6]: maximizing average satisfaction and ensuring some degree of
fairness. Applying these techniques we obtain a group evaluation

Ri

for each item, which is composed

of a conjunction of the group average and a penalty term that reects the amount of variation among
the predicted ratings. This is represented by equation 5, in which N is the number of group members,
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Figure 2: An example graph of correlation between items

i is the item to be evaluated and

σ

is the standard deviation with a weight w that reects the relative

importance of fairness.

N

Ri =

1 X
∗
ri,j − w ∗ σ({ri,j })
N j=1

(5)

Additionally, a group condence value representing the average of the individual condences is assigned
to each item in the group prole. The individual condences depend on the source of the ratings, i.e. if
they are provided by the user or estimated by the system. If an individual member gives an evaluation
to include on group prole, the individual condence is 1 ; alternatively, if the rating is estimated by
the system, the individual condence is a value that represents the incidence of the estimated evaluation
calculating the average similarity between the neighbors in the community used for the estimation.

3.5 Generating Group Recommendations
Upon creating this group prole it is possible to generate recommendations with a collaborative ltering
technique, looking for users with similar proles to the target group within the community. The similarity
factor is composed by the weighted sum of both collaborative and demographic similarity. Equation 6
aims to calculate this similarity, where

α

and

β

are the weight for each similarity (α >β and

similarity(g, uj ) = α ∗ similarityc (g, uj ) + β ∗ similarityd (g, uj )

α+β =1).
(6)

Demographic similarity is dened by the users' age and gender. The similarity by age has a maximum
value of 0.5 and it is calculated by the normalized dierence between the age ranges of user i and j. The
similarity by gender is simply 0.5 if both have the same gender; otherwise the demographic similarity
would exclusively depend on similarity by age.

Furthermore, the collaborative similarity between the

group prole and another user within the community is calculated using a variant of equation 1. Besides,
the condence value is considered by weighting each group evaluation, as it determines the quality of
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the group estimation according to the number of users' evaluations. The predicted group evaluation is
obtained by considering the similarity-weighted average of the neighbors' evaluations. The recommendation process concludes with the estimations for each candidate item, suggesting those items with highest
estimations.

4 Experimental Results
We carried out two dierent experiments within the movie domain to analyze the impact of the estimation
process on nal group satisfaction. In both cases, we utilized the two error metrics most often used in
the recommendation literature: mean absolute error (MAE - equation 7), and root mean squared error
(RMSE - equation 8).
ratings

ru,i
¯ , MAE

Given a test set

τ

of user-item pairs (u,i ) with ratings

ru,i ,

and the predicted

and RMSE determine the error distance between the estimated rating and the real one.

RMSE penalizes large errors more severely than MAE . Since our numerical rating scale gives ratings over
the range [1,5], we normalized to express errors as percentages of full scale: Normalized Mean Absolute

Error (NMAE) and Normalized Root Mean Squared Error (NRMSE).

M AE =

1 X
|ru,i
¯ − ru,i |
|τ |

(7)

(u,i)τ

v
u
u 1 X
RM SE = t
(r̄u,i − ru,i )2
|τ |

(8)

(u,i)τ

Both experiments compare the error produced by aggregation techniques with and without estimation
process. In the rst experiment we analyzed the prediction for how each member of the group g would rate
a subset of items for which the real individual evaluation is known, measuring the individual satisfaction
related to the group satisfaction. In this experiment it is analyzed only the hybrid approach since the
known individual evaluations are collected from the test data set, which is a subset of the whole data
set that is not included in the training data set; to analyze the aggregation of individuals' preferences
techniques it is needed to know at least one individual preferences in order to deduce a group value.
In the second experiment we analyzed the prediction for how group g would rate a subset of items
for which the real evaluation of the group is known, measuring the group satisfaction as a whole.

In

order to analyze the impact of estimation in aggregation techniques, we selected maximizing average
satisfaction and ensuring some degree of fairness, because some comparative analysis has shown these
techniques (and multiplication) are the most successful to achieve individual satisfaction [3]. The goal of
maximizing average satisfaction can be achieved by an aggregation function that computes some sort of
average of the predicted satisfaction of each member for use as a basis for the selection of candidates. On
the other hand, the goal of ensuring fairness is to satisfy everyone just about equally well and is in general
combined with some other goal. For example, it could be combined with maximizing average satisfaction
with a penalizing term that reects the amount of variation among the predicted ratings (Equation 5).

4.1 Data Sets
We based the experiments on the Yahoo! Movies Data Set [13] provided for Yahoo! Webscope
The training data contains 7,642 users, 11,915 movies/items, and 211,231 ratings.

 Program4 .

Moreover, the test

data contains 2,309 users, 2,380 items, and 10,136 ratings. Besides this, the data set provides complete
movie descriptive content information (29 elds per movie).

We focused on 7 of them: title, running

time, release date, genres, directors, crews and actors.
In order to analyze the group satisfaction on the second experiment, we used the group feedback
obtained from a set of 44 System Engineering students at UNCPBA

5 . The students were organized in

9 groups with dierent sizes (between 3 and 6 users per group). Each group would choose a subset of
items, which were used in the second experiment as a real evaluation, which allows us to compare with
the evaluation predicted for our approach. These proles were included as part of the Yahoo! Data Set.

4 http://research.yahoo.com/Academic_Relations
5 The student proles utilized in this experiment are available at:

http://users.exa.unicen.edu.ar/~ichriste/projects_en.html
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4.2 Experimental Settings
The experiments to analyze the precision of the approach were carried out under a set of assumptions
derived directly from the procedure proposed. Firstly, the computation process to obtain the demographic
similarity between two users suggests the necessity of sorting out the users' ages in ranges.

For the

experiments, the users' age was divided in six dierent ranges: 1) 15 to 24 years old, 2) 25 to 34 years
old, 3) 35 to 49 years old, 4) 50 to 64 years old, 5) 65 to 74 years old; and 6) 75 years old or more.
Moreover, the approach applies a neighborhood technique, which requires the denition of the maximum number k of neighbors used for estimation. In the experiments below, we considered k= 60, as it is
suggested by [5]. Besides, the outlier detection process is sensitive to the use of the thresholds of minimum
distance

dm

between two members to be neighbors and the minimum number m of neighbor members to

determine the homogeneous subgroup (if a group member has fewer neighbors than the threshold then

dm is dependent on the domain
− θsu ;mediasu + θsu ] is considered

it is an outlier ). In that case, we considered that the minimum distance
and data. In statistics, a distance value within the range [mediasu

as  normal . A value below that range is considered "outlier ". Therefore, we calculated the mean and
the standard deviation (θdm ) of the distances among all users. We analyzed the cross-correlations among
users in the Yahoo! Movie Data Set and we obtained a threshold

dm ,

dm = 0.6.

After identifying the value of

we tested the approach by varying the minimum percentage of neighbor members to determine that

m representing a 21% have shown acceptable results identifying outliers .
Then, we needed to select a value for the threshold

di

that determines the minimum distance between

two items for the process to include outliers . As for the distance between members, we considered the
distance values between items within the range [mediasi

− θsi ;mediasi + θsi ]

as  normal .

Hence, we

calculated the mean and the standard deviation (θdi ) of the distances among all items and we obtained
a value

di = 0.28.

The aggregation technique used to estimate the evaluation for the items in the group model depends
on a weight w which represents the relevance of the standard deviation. If we choose a high value for

w , we may obtain a recommendation that makes everyone equally miserable. Because of that, we pick
w=0.1 to give certain relevance to the fairness, but not too much.
The approach proposes a methodology to include the outliers , considering the content of the items by
weighting the attributes. The weights used in the experiments were empirically evaluated by applying

wtitle =
0.121, wreleaseDate = 0.008, wrunningT ime = 0.39, wgenres = 0.42, wdirectors = 0.01, wcrews = 0.001 and
wactors = 0.05. All these values were empirically tested and presented in [2].
the featuring weighting process presented in the Section 3.2. We dened these weights as follows:

4.3 Experiment 1
The rst experiment aims to compare the NMAE and NRMSE arose by the group modeling approach
including and not including the estimation process, focusing on the individual satisfaction (not group
satisfaction). In order to achieve this, we created 20 groups with a total of 118 users from the Yahoo!
Data Set and we recommended a set of items included on the test data set for each group. The groups were
formed with 3 to 9 users. We computed the error metrics for each group member, measuring individual
satisfaction (see Figure 3).

4.4 Experiment 2
This experiment aims to compare the NMAE and NRMSE arose by the three aggregation techniques
including and not including the estimation process, focusing on group satisfaction. As mentioned above, in
this experiment we considered the group feedback obtained from a set of 44 System Engineering students.
Figure 4 shows the error metrics values obtained for each group by the three dierent techniques, using
the estimation process in comparison with the aggregation techniques excluding estimations.

4.5 Discussion and Analysis
We compared the prediction values generated for dierent items using two aggregation techniques and
our hybrid approach, in all cases including and excluding the estimation process to obtain the individual
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(a) NMAE of Hybrid Approach

(b) NRMSE of Hybrid Approach

Figure 3: Experiment 1 - Individual satisfaction

Estimation (E)
NRMSE

NMAE

NRMSE

Hybrid Approach

0.13

0.15

0.13

0.16

Ensuring Fairness

0.21

0.22

0.19

0.26

Maximizing Average

0.20

0.21

0.21

0.25

Hybrid Approach

0.19

0.20

0.22

0.25

Individual Satisfaction
Group Satisfaction

no Estimation (nE)

NMAE

Table 2: Summarized results

unknown preferences. Results are summarized in Table 2.
The general results when the estimation process is avoided for each aggregation technique shown that
the need to include the estimation process in the aggregation techniques is relative. The rst experiment
reveals that for the hybrid approach there is no need to include the estimation process when the group
prole is created, in both cases the errors (considering the individual satisfaction) are the same.

As

for the group satisfaction, the second experiment has shown that it would have minimal error dierences, considering the high computational complexity which it is demanded for the estimation process.
The possibility of avoiding the estimation process could mean a signicant reduction in computational
complexity of the whole process to generate group recommendations. The hybrid approach requires an
oine phase to calculate the individual estimations for each item included in the group prole. If the
estimation process is avoided, this phase could be done as part of the online phase. Table 3 shows the
time complexity for each aggregation technique analyzed in this work, when the estimations are included
and when are excluded. These results were obtained analyzing a group of 4 users of the Yahoo! Data
Set, considering 1580 candidates items.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have analyzed the impact of the estimation process in the group satisfaction.

The

results obtained when evaluating three aggregation techniques demonstrated that it would have minimal
error dierences when the estimation process is avoided. In conclusion, the estimation process would be

Hybrid Approach

Time (ms)

Ensuring Fairness

Maximizing

E

nE

E

nE

E

nE

426307

7351

41002

7382

37316

4718

Table 3: Time complexity of the aggregation techniques
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(a) NMAE of Hybrid Approach

(b) NRMSE of Hybrid Approach

(c) NMAE of Ensuring Some Degree of Fairness

(d) NRMSE of Ensuring Some Degree of Fairness

(e) NMAE of Maximizing Average Satisfaction

(f ) NRMSE of Maximizing Average Satisfaction

Figure 4: Experiment 2 - Group satisfaction
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necessary when limited information about individual preferences is known; as is the case of the aggregation
of individuals' preferences techniques, which require that at least one known individual preference. On
the other hand, the aggregation of individuals' models techniques do not have this problem, because
they combine the individual models, in which the individuals' preferences are known, and predict from
this combination the group evaluation for each candidate. Most of the group recommender systems use
aggregation techniques to generate group recommendation that compute a large amount of estimations.
As far as we know, there is no previous work in the area that analyzes the real impact of avoiding
estimations in the group and individual members' satisfaction.
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